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The establishment of Learning Organisation (LO) practices in the Department of Skills Development (DSD) is significant in term of providing the necessary impetus for the implementation of National Dual Training System (NDTS). Within DSD the initiative will greatly foster its Enculturation of learning, procedure of learning, strengthen leadership capabilities for learning, enforce good policy for learning, establish the learning processes and ICT utilization for learning. Thus the purpose of this study is to investigate the significant variables that contribute to the level of LO practice (organizational performance in NDTS), to measure the relationships between the variables, to identify the level of LO practice in DSD and to propose improved method for the enhancement of NDTS implementation. This research design is categorised under the descriptive quantitative research, using survey, interview and structured questionnaires. Questionnaire forms were distributed to 111 out of the total of 250 DSD officers and 3 subject matter experts were interviewed. Frequency test, mean test, ANOVA test, Spearman’s rho test, Multiple Linear Regression, G-Power test and factor analysis test were used to measure the inter-relationships between the variables and the level of LO practice in DSD. This research found that only 52.3% of the respondents perceived that LO practices level that enhance NDTS practice, is fairly satisfactory. This implies that the practice of LO in DSD needs to be further intensified. The research also confirmed that the level of LO practices are related with Enculturation of learning, Procedure of learning, Leadership capabilities development, Policy enforcement, Work processes, and ICT utilization. Apart from that, Enculturation of learning and, Procedure of learning and knowledge management are found to the two (2) significant predictors of the LO practices (organizational performance in NDTS). Consequently the level of LO practice in DSD could potentially enhance its functions through its active role in the enculturation and, procedure of learning and knowledge management. The value of Adjusted R Square of 0.427 indicates that Enculturation and procedure of learning and knowledge management contribute 42.7% variance in the level of LO practices that enhance NDTS. Finally the Model of the Roadmap for the Development of LO in DSD
is developed to enhance NDTS implementation so that DSD can transform itself into an agile Learning Organization to meet the demands of the twenty-first century.
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CHAPTER I

TRANSFORMING DSD INTO LEARNING ORGANIZATION
TO ENHANCE NDTS IMPLEMENTATION

1.1 Stakeholders’ Expectation of NDTS Implementation

Dynamic globalisation and rapid changes in information and communication technology had drastically changed the global economic scenario. Responding to the global challenge, the quality of Malaysia’s human capital had increasingly factored in as the most critical element contributing to the achievement of the National Mission. The nation human capital development became the key thrust in the Ninth Malaysian Plan (EPU 2006a). Malaysia could only develop and progresses with high skilled and knowledgeable workforce. Given Malaysia’s plan for rapid growth, the country needed knowledge workers (K-workers) in order to develop a knowledge-based economy (K-economy) (Onn 2005). Only then could the government’s economic goals be realized.

Report from Boston Consulting Group (BCG 2009) revealed that “Malaysia’s workforce is still relatively low skilled”. Figure 1 shows that in 2007, 80% of the workforce was only educated up to the Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM) level or equivalent. Only 25% of Malaysian jobs were in the higher skill brackets. Even though this was a substantial improvement over the 1990 figure (16%), the current level is still much below that of regional peers, such as Singapore (49%), Taiwan (33%) and South Korea (36%).

Malaysia must change its economic industry structure and improve its labor productivity levels for the nation to move to a high income economy. The country’s main focus need to be on up-grading the skill level of the majority semi-skilled workforce, and improvement of the educational level of up and coming workers.
Malaysia must ensure a strong supply of adequately skilled workers into the labor market in order to improve its workforce quality. Simultaneously, it must also upgrade the skills of its existing workforce.

Figure 2 shows that low skilled workers were dominant across almost all industry sectors, with the exception of the government, finance & insurance and mining sectors, which together account for only 15% of the total workforce.

![Diagram showing workforce education levels and skilled job distribution.]

**Figure 1:** The level of skilled workforce in Malaysia

Note: Low Sec (School) = PMR, Up Sec (School) = SPM, Post Sec (School) = STPM, Tertiary = Diploma, degree
Source: Department of Statistics, Korea International Labor Organization, Taiwan Department of Statistics.
Figure 2: The skill levels across industry sectors

The information reflected on types of occupation rather than education level to provide the basis of comparison with other countries. 
Source: Singapore Department of Statistics 2007

Realizing that training for K-workers must utilize workplace as the prime learning environment, the government decided on 19 May 2004 to adopt and implement National Dual Training System (NDTS), and starting year 2005 targeted to produce 31,500 skilled workers by 2010 (MLVK, 2005).

The program planned to produce more K-workers through training schemes that would satisfy industry requirements and the overall demand for skilled manpower. Individual apprentices benefited significantly due to the experience of relevant industrial exposure they attained prior to employment (MLVK, 2005). This dual approach system involving workplace experience and institutional training was a definite advantage to the contribution of progress and development of the country (Onn, 2005). The concept of work process knowledge was used for the implementation activities (EPU, 2004). The approach required commitment from all parties especially the industrial sector to ensure success of the program (Umasuthan Kaloo et. al, 2003). The government had appointed
Department of Skill Development (DSD), an agency in Ministry of Human Resources, to be responsible for the introduction and implementation of the system (EPU, 2004).

1.2 Establishment of DSD As LO: Toward A Sustainable Organization

Since DSD had been entrusted as the coordinating agency to implement NDTS, it must now strategically profile itself as an organization that could be able to continuously enhance its capacity to learn, adapt and change its culture and procedure that harness the talent of the some reasons to benefit the stakeholders, so that its could project itself as one of the successful organization in 21st century. It is therefore extremely significant that DSD embarks on LO concept and approach in implementing development programs as well as monitoring and evaluating its effectiveness. DSD also need to work on enhancing the public delivery systems and mechanisms to create total satisfaction among its customers and stakeholders. It is therefore necessary for all parties, lead by DSD as a coordinating agency, to have full understanding of the term LO that relates to training based on Anglo Saxon system (NOSS based training) and the NDTS (work process knowledge). In this respect, the focus of this research was to identify and investigate the variables that contribute to LO practices (organizational performance) that facilitate the success of NDTS implementation.

The expectations of the stakeholders are high and the results just could not keep up with the pace. The change in the socio-economic demand scenario and global challenges requires LO practices in DSD to be enhanced. This was in line with the directive and foresight of Public Service Development (PSD) since 2004. Transforming DSD into a full fledge LO practitioner will enable it address the main issues relating to the effective implementation of NDTS. DSD need to proactively meet the current and future demand from corporate clients that simply must sharpen their competitiveness through highest possible skilled human capital if Malaysia were to be reckoned with at international market. DSD needs to be innovative and proactive in the collaboration with its partners both in the corporate community and vocational training institutions to speed up the long standing agenda of high skilled and k-workers. This research is about
investigating the enabling activities inherent in LO practices to transform DSD’s innovativeness and proactive ability to successfully carry out its role and meet stakeholders’ expectations through the implementation of NDTS.

Since the government launch NDTS in 2005, DSD faced various implementation issues. Most of the issues were tied to minimal effort in planting and embracing the enculturation of learning, enforcing good policy for LO development, leadership capabilities development, procedure of learning and knowledge management, establishing work process to impact learning and utilization of ICT that were the core focus of this research study. Those activities that must be supported and participated by all officers in DSD form part of this research finding. It is a change that is critical for DSD to reinvent itself to satisfy the mounting expectations. A detailed list of expectations from Tenth Malaysia Plan (10MP) can be referred at Annex 11.

1.3 Current Situation Surrounding NDTS

The current situation based on observation surrounding NDTS and their implementation that based on four (4) NDTS main features are promotion skills, curriculum development, train of trainers and certification status as follow:

i. NDTS started in 2005 with a budget of RM10 million to finance its promotion within Malaysian companies, curriculum development, training of the trainers, and soft skills program for the apprentices. The results were far from expectation. Participations by industry members were poor both in quality and quantity. In 2005 invitation to 1200 companies only managed to garner 159 willing participants. The National Occupation Core Curriculum (NOCC) had a poor start. There were simply not enough system and content experts to face the mountainous task of curriculum development. On the contrary, those that were developed were not fully utilized.

ii. There was not enough leadership strength to gather consensus and support even from the government front. The result showed lacking in urgency and
understanding about NDTS among the top management in the public skill training agencies.

iii. Since its inception in 2005 the number of apprentices seemed to grow every year, but when the government decided to stop subsidizing training allowances in mid 2009, the numbers declined drastically. Cash monthly allowances were given to apprentices and the participating companies. There were even cases of abuse by some companies where dummy apprenticeships were created in order to qualify for the allowance.

iv. In-house trainers and coaches played a crucial part in any successful apprenticeship program. Number of trainers and coaches vary depended on number of participating companies. Experienced and exemplary employees from respective companies were appointed for the role, but they normally shun the responsibility since trainers and coaches ended up doing extra job without being compensated for it.

v. The appointment of Dual System Expert (DSEs) and the role they played to assist companies in the implementation of NDTS were not up to the mark.

vi. Skilled workers in companies were generally not motivated due to poor compensation they received.

vii. There were operational grey areas in DSD that hampered the working efficiency and effectiveness of its officers. There were six divisions within DSD representing NOSS Division (curriculum development), Malaysia Occupational Skills Qualification / Certification (MOSQ) Division, Expert Development Division, NDTS Division, Planning, Research & Development Division, and Human Resource Management Service Division. There are six (6) regional offices namely South, East, North, Middle, Sabah and Sarawak. Inter division friction and misunderstanding need to be resolved constructively. Coaching and mentoring would certainly help when officers experienced implementation issues and difficulties. Being the lead agency, DSD needs to project itself as united and dominant authority in the process of NDTS implementation.
viii. There were needs to look into the appraisal and assessment system to reward performance and productivity. Job satisfaction and motivation go a long way in favour of a more successful NDTS implementation.

1.4 Problem Statement

Since 1971, demand and expectation from the public regarding skill training, accreditation of centre and certification had been overwhelming and continued to grow with renewed challenges. DSD’s customers had grown more sophisticated. Compelled to meet those demands, DSD is meeting the challenges as the coordinating agency for the implementation of National Dual Training System (NDTS). This phenomenon, however, was not surprising since the requirement of human capital development continued to increase and became the main focus of the Ninth Malaysia Plan, EPU (2006b).

DSD had over the years made tremendous changes either in its approach or system application to maintain its position as the main agency to coordinate and formulate skills training activities in Malaysia. However considering DSD’s manpower strength, the changes initiated by the Economic Planning Unit (EPU), Ministry or Departmental level, is not well internalized, understood and shared by many. There are such flaw must be address include lack of promotion strategies, curriculum development issues, lack of trainers competency, and certificate recognition and accreditation issues. It has to be said that such ‘flaw’ must be addressed to give way to close comradeship cemented by common vision relating to the very existence of DSD which should amount to the effective implementation of NDTS.

DSD has to review, reassess and reinvent its approach so as to diffuse dogmatic perceptions among its own citizenry, and avoid possible opposition against any of the change initiatives due to disparity in embracing the shared vision. However, contrary to this notion, how could this issue be resolved? How could every individual in the organization understand and equally share the vision? This study had attempted to look at how to reform in order to make DSD more competitive. It investigated the enabling
activities critical to transform DSD into a learning organization that could enhance the NDTS implementation.

It is critical that the task of envisioning DSD purpose of existence be flexible in nature; and this could possibly be developed through the establishment of a LO. Thus, the purpose of this study was mainly geared to investigate the significant LO variables that will significantly influence the level of LO practices (organizational performance) in DSD and to propose a Model of Roadmap that will enhance its effectiveness of LO in DSD to carry out the NDTS’ implementation.

1.5 Research Questions

In addressing the research problem, four pertinent research questions that were used in this study are:

1.5.1 What Are The Significant Variables That Contributes To The Level of Practice of LO in DSD Which Will Enhance NDTS Implementation?

The question attempted to identify the significant variables that could significantly contribute to the level of LO practices that enhance NDTS implementation (organizational performance) in DSD being a coordinating agency whose mission is to ensure the implementation of NDTS. Since LO is very much associated to nature of activities that DSD involved, it is essential to focus on the most important variables in order to create awareness within DSD the issues confronting NDTS implementation. Similar awareness need also be promoted in the private sector to create positive collaboration and operational dynamic with the government training institutions. The study will benefit DSD by way of identifying the significant LO variables vis-a-vis intervention for it to be effective in coordinating and implementing the dual system training. The study analysed the most significant variables for the effectiveness of the
learning organisation in DSD and prioritised them within the context of NDTS implementation by using Spearman’s rho test and support by G-Power test.

1.5.2 To What Extent are the LO Practices Prevailed in DSD?

To employ critical reflective activities, DSD will need more than LO practice. It will need to engage in strategies that will transform it into development organization as the final step of organizational evolution. The transformation requires it to alter its priorities, assumption and orientation while instituting new leadership style, policy for learning, procedure of learning, and the use of ICT. DSD must also reconfigure and redesign its learning culture, process and structure of learning, managerial practice, and work climate. Finally, DSD must embrace change and continuous growth to bring about new meaning and encourage individual renewal and performance capability.

When a developmental organization follows these stages, it enhances learning, which in turn increases comprehension, application and practice. The results will be new individual mastery with enhanced self-awareness which lead to continuous growth, and ultimately, improved renewal and performance capacity, and thus completing the cycle of personnel renewal. Adoption of the development approach allows organization to redefine, reconstruct and reinvent itself continually. By so doing allows businesses to evolve from learning to development organization.

By measuring the level of LO practice in DSD researcher will know exactly what is the gap exists in the LO system and identify what should be filling up because there must be a room for improvement to make DSD better organization. By doing so, DSD could be strategically plan and act how to be more effective and efficient in implementing NDTS in Malaysia.

The frequency analysis was used to measure the percentage of LO practice (organizational performance). The level of LO practice could be measured by analyzing data collected via respondent survey. The questions covered all aspect relevant to LO practices in DSD and its capacity to implement NDTS.
1.5.3 What Are The Relationships Between The Identified Significant Variables And LO Practices In DSD?

The findings hope to reveal the relationship between identified significant variables and significant predictors LO practices in DSD and its significant predictors to enhance the implementation of National Dual Training System (NDTS) in Malaysia.

The process of LO practice in DSD requires new rules, boundaries and behaviours. The study also looked at internal competencies and resources that will facilitate superior achievement, and organizational capabilities and routines that have evolved uniquely in DSD. The practice of LO is a new experience for Malaysia. The direction given by Public Service Department (PSD) that all government agencies implement the practices had made LO more popular. The relationship between the practice of learning organization (organizational performance) and identified variables and also its significant predictors could be explained using Multiple Linear Regression; and

1.5.4 How Would The Model of The New Road Map of LO Be, In The Process of Enhancing The NDTS Implementation?

The proposed LO practice was based on the resulting analysis and finding of this study. The proposed practice model was developed based on combination of the study outcome and personal experience. The study had analysed how LO practices in DSD in relations to the identified variables be improved.

The study focus was to improve LO practices in DSD making it more effective to proactively deal all its challenges as a lead agency to implement NDTS with business sector and training institutions in the country. Once all the relevant variables were identified and prioritised, the level of LO practices could be negotiated. Next was a question on the proposed model of the new road map for the LO implementation. Consequently the research needed to look at the historical background and current
development to reveal the real purpose, structure and concerns on major issues, and eventually arrived at the proposed framework.

Taking into account individual attitudes and skills resulted into a new way in which work need to be organised. Individualities were preserved due to formal job titles arranged in strict hierarchies. The disadvantages of sharply differentiating job territories threatened to outweigh the advantages. Responsibilities became fragmented, communication barriers grew and the bureaucracy that resulted made it difficult to tackle large issues in a holistic manner. As these faults became increasingly apparent, a new form of awareness about LO set in. It was gradually recognised that the vitality of groups depends on interdependence and cooperation between members. Team identity grew in response to this demand and its nature, mechanism and implications were explained. Team identity had a special part to play in self-management, in management of orders and in resolution of conflict. There were beneficial ideas and techniques that could be learned. Political aspects of team identity management need to move from solo leadership to team leadership. Problem of succession in management and future shape of the organisation must be examined in the light of newly acquired understanding and experience.

The overall purpose was to lay an exposition of how faulty organisational design had led to recurring problems and to indicate both the reasons why these designs were likely to be superseded and the form they will take. Forces of evolution will play a great part in the process, as they had in the past.

Factor analysis served as a tool for observing variability that underpins the research questions. Factor analysis test for the variables will narrow down to look at the sub-variable variability. Factor analysis is a statistical method used to explain variability among observed variables in terms of fewer unobserved variables called factors. Variability refers to how "spread out" a group of scores is.
1.6 The Significance Of The Study

Dual training systems existed in many institutions in several countries such as Germany, Switzerland, Austria, and Denmark. Many institutions also functioned as coordinating agency for vocational training such as Federal Institute For Vocational Training (Bundesinstitut für Berufsbildung) or BiBB in Germany. Likewise in Malaysia DSD is a coordinating agency for implementing NDTS. Assumption can be made if there were significant relationships between DSD, Dual System implementation and practice of learning organisation. The underlying reasons why DSD must be known as Learning Organisation or Organisation Learning need to be emphasized.

DSD expects to receive feedbacks and enquires from various parties pertaining to the implementation of NDTS at workplace. In Malaysia, the majority of the medium and small scale industries were not concerned with running their own job skills apprenticeship program. They would expect the supply of skilled or semi-skilled workers coming from government or private training institutions.

The implementation of NDTS is based on work process approach. It was a relatively new approach in Malaysia with not many practitioners. Martin Fischer (2002) mentioned the acquisition of work processes knowledge requires the learner to have already acquired an occupational self-concept and motivation, and this is a broader task which must be addressed within much more general education. Work process knowledge therefore must be studied and understood properly in order to enhance the implementation of NDTS.

In addition, the process of enhancing knowledge for personnel in DSD who are directly or indirectly involved in implementation of NDTS is extremely important. Appropriate policy for learning, procedure, culture of learning and the use of ICT in DSD is of critical importance to maintain effectiveness. Work process knowledge and situational learning need to be understood at every level which includes curriculum development, teacher and coach training, and promotion activities that will foster participation of relevant parties from both public and private sectors.

Of equal importance is the leadership factor. It is about leadership readiness to develop and promote learning organisation practice in DSD. Identifying new Training
Occupation (TO) for future training must be given strong emphasis. Tax payers’ contribution for curriculum development was substantial and thus understandably critical to errors. DSD need to have a clear picture as to which Training Occupations and curriculum deserve top development priority. DSD must continually identify and update the sectors needing more k-workers to positively create the scenario that the implementation of NDTS will always jive with the economic growth and trend in the country.

This study attempted to develop the critical knowledge that will foster better understanding regarding the impact of LO practice in DSD, which will be instrumental to its success as a coordinating agency towards ensuring the implementation of NDTS. It is imperative that DSD assumes and maintains such a profile for it to be successful in cultivating the awareness among its customers and stakeholders, not only relating to the importance and benefits of NDTS approach, but also the rapport needed to making it operationally viable.

Thus this study had investigated the significant indicators of LO (organizational performance) that will enhance the implementation of NDTS, and to propose the modus operandi in order to improve LO practices at DSD. Such initiative will enable DSD to move forward not only as an efficient coordinating agency, but also as an effective body that could implement and manage NDTS sucessfully.

### 1.7 The Development of Vocational Training

The development of vocational training in Malaysia can be described as follow:

#### 1.7.1 National Industrial Training and Trade Certificate Board (NITTCB)

Historically, the planning and management of vocational training in Malaysia were not complicated because the demand for skilled manpower during the earlier period was
insignificant to warrant investment in the foundation of technical institutions (Wong and Gwee, 1980:73). Skilled workers were merely required by organisations such as Federated Malay States (F.M.S) Railways, the Public Work Department and the Survey Department and these organisations made their own provision for workers’ training. Thus, in 1918 the Public Work Department opened their own training school to cater for their own manpower needs. Prior to that in 1900, Government of Selangor engaged several local craftsmen such as wood-carver to teach student on the outskirts of Kuala Lumpur (Loh, 1975). In 1902 the British colonial appointed a Commission to look into vocational education (Othman, 2003). In 1906, Teacher Technical School was established by Public Work Department to train technical assistants for the Railways and Public Work Department (Maznah, 2001). Lee, 1997. MOE,2007

In 1960, Rahman Talib Report was published, recommending more changes to the technical and vocational school system (Lee, 1972). This report was significant to the country’s VET system because it brought about the segregation of the formal secondary school system into academic and vocational streams (MOE,2007). After 1971 the planning and management of vocational training become more complex, and the government established the National Industrial Training and Trade Certificate Board (NITTCB) to act as an agency for coordinating matters concerning the development of skilled manpower. The Board Committee of the NITTCB comprised of representatives from government agencies, private sector organisations and the trade unions.

In 1979, the government established the Manpower Development Board (MDB), a body that specifically dealt with coordinating issues at the planning level and retained NITTCB to deal with operational matters.

The failure of NITTCB and MDB to make a significant impact on the planning and management processes of training providers was realised by the government (EPU, 1987:4).
1.7.2 National Vocational Training Council (NVTC)

As the result mentioned above, in 1989, the government decided to dissolve NITTC and MDB and replaced them with National Vocational Training Council (NVTC). The NVTC was charged with the responsibility of “formulating, promoting, and coordinating vocational and industrial training strategy and program in line with Malaysia’s technological and economy development need” (NVTC, 1989). The Council Committee was the highest authority whose role was to endorse any new initiative to be implemented. The Council Committee comprised of representatives from private sectors and companies, Chamber of Trade and Industry, Malaysian Employee Federation (MEF), representatives of government central agencies and ministries which have training institutes. The Council Committee was chaired by the Secretary General, Ministry of Human Resource.

In December 1992, NVTC introduced a national skill training and certification system, namely a National Occupational Skill Standards (NOSS) (MLVK, 1994). The implementation of this system (known as ‘NOSS-based training system’) was based on institutional training.

Rapid changes in technology and increasing complexity of work processes in Malaysian industries had created new demand. The focus was on ‘knowledge-workers’ or ‘k-workers’ who possess the technical competence and the ability to acquire and apply knowledge, as well as the capacity to learn continuously. Realising that the training for k-workers must utilize workplace as the prime learning environment, Malaysian government decided on 19 May 2004 to implement the National Dual Training System (NDTS), and 2005 was earmarked as the commencement year to produce skilled workers that would fulfil the changing requirements of the industrial sector. NDTS is a combination of on-the-job training and classroom instruction in which workers learn the practical and theoretical aspects of a highly skilled occupation. NDTS programs are sponsored by jointly by employer and labour groups, individual employers, and/or employer associations.
1.7.3 Department of Skill Development (DSD)

The main legislation regulating the education system in Malaysia are:

i. Education Act 1996 (Act 550); (Malaysia, 1996a) - takes very broad view of education including training, skills, specialised, job-based and continuing training;

ii. Private Higher Institution Act (Act 555); (Malaysia, 1996b) – adopts the same broad view of education;

iii. Skills Development Fund Act 2004 (Act 640); (Malaysia, 2004) – to establish a special fund to be managed by the Skills Development Fund Cooperation to grant loan to student of approved skills training programmes; and


On 11th May 2006 Lower House, Parliament endorsed the National Skill Development Act (NASDA), followed by Upper House, Senate on 1st June 2006. By 29th June 2006 NASDA was approved and enforcement began by 1st September 2006. An Act was passed to promote, through skills training, and the development of workers’ abilities needed for vocation; NASDA (2006). NVTC was changed to Department of Skills Department (DSD). Enforcement became an important activity in this act.

After detailed discussion about vocational training in Malaysia, beginning with the establishment of Federated Malay States (F.M.S) Railways, the Public Work Department and the Survey Department, it was followed by the establishment of National Industrial Training and Trade Certificate Board (NITTCB) and later by the establishment of Manpower Development Board (MDB), the National Vocational Training Council (NVTC) and finally the formation of Department of Skill Development (DSD) in charge with two systems, namely NOSS-based training system and National Dual Training System (NDTS). To be efficient and effective, DSD need to profile itself as a Learning Organisation with the two different systems to be nurtured concurrently. DSD must be able to carry out its responsibilities as a coordinating agency for vocational training system and continually secure private sector participation in the National Dual Training System (NDTS). It will need to concurrently carry out its
existing tasks of coordinating the implementation of National Occupational Skill Standards (NOSS) based system. Information about the difference between NOSS based system and NOCC (Work process based system) can be referred to Annex 2.

The most significant variables for the Learning Organisation practice in DSD need to be identified. Quotes by EPU (2006b) in the Ninth Malaysian Plan regarding vocational training, and various measures to improve the shortage as well as the quality of instructors will be given priority during the period, EPU (2006b).

DSD had drifted into a culture that fragmented DSD’s vision, which detached the world from the organization and the organization from the community. DSD have gained control of the environment but have lost the artistic edge. DSD are so focus on the security that DSD do not realise the price to pay: living in bureaucratic organizations where the wonder and joy of learning have no place. Thus DSD are losing the space to learn with the ever-changing patterns of life. Culture of learning can’t be developed over night or in short period of time. It required to be practised every day and become part of our life. Motivation, description and the virtue of learning culture must be explained rapidly to the community of DSD.

Against such constraints, this study explored, identified and investigated the LO practices in DSD with the view to enhance the implementation of NDTS. The study aimed to highlight critical issues and offer suggestions by the end of it.

1.8 Learning Organisation (LO) At DSD

LO practices in public sector are a continuous and life long journey. This was not entirely new and had been observed in many early writings on organizational development and change. It is an initiative by Malaysian government through Public Service Department (PSD) to encourage LO practices was implemented in every agency. An officer in DSD is a Vocational Training Officer (VTO) at various levels and overseen by the Director General of Public Service Department, the central agency responsible for human resources management for the public services. Even though DSD
has its own Director General (DG), but management of officers’ promotion, transfer and training are the charges of DG of PSD.

On 1st November 2002 PSD introduced and implemented a system call Competency Level Assessment (CLA) and implemented in 2003. One of the CLA’s objectives was to establish LO in public sectors to conform and to focus on producing knowledge workers. Such move had proven the facts that there was an initiative in PSD to promote and establish LO practices at all government agencies. Considering the importance of LO practices in every organisations, PSD had manifested the clear intention to move in the right direction in order to become more efficient, and to develop productive public service officers. Any agencies applying CLA are in essence applying LO because the ultimate objective of CLA was to implement LO practices. Awareness among public agencies regarding LO was most crucial because most agencies were not aware about its concept and practices. CLA appeared with little elaboration when it was published at PSD web page, and only for very short period. Lack of knowledge about LO among officers in PSD was another issue which must also be resolved.

VTO is a shared service employment, where every officer is liable for transfer to several departments and ministries such as DSD, Manpower Department, Ministry of Youth and Sport and Home Affair Ministry. The task of introducing LO practices in various departments and ministries is a huge challenge since the respective DGs and Ministers exercise power and autonomy outside the control of PSD. The mechanism adopted by PSD in the implementation of CLA is using training and examination. The situation may pose problems in the implementation exercise of installing LO practices in the public agencies.

CLA was still at the infancy stage. There were rooms for improvement, and this study attempted to provide constructive solutions. It investigated relevant variables that will serve as enablers toward the implementation of LO in DSD and other agencies.
1.9 Why Learning Organization for DSD?

The idea of advocating a new road map that could provide DSD with a route towards a more successful implementation of NDTS, is a clear admission that its current set up and arsenal do not have sufficient power to live up to the task its facing. In other words, DSD needs overhauling, it must change and DSD needs to reinvent itself by embracing new ways of doing things. This study advocates LO as the tool to bring that change. The followings are some of the reasons why LO is the chosen intervention for DSD:

  i. LO is a most viable change alternative for DSD because it is most conducive to implement and easiest to follow;
  ii. It focuses on the officers and bring the best out of them;
  iii. LO brings change in a wonderful way as it embraces the officers, not threatening them. Change becomes easier once fear is taken out of the equation;
  iv. It improves the officers by promoting learning and sharing. They feel empowered by greater knowledge and sense of understanding about their work environment;
  v. It does not compete with other tools but incorporate them;
  vi. LO promotes quality and innovativeness so that it can improve curriculum development;
  vii. It energizes the officers and brings commitment out of them to make industries and training institutions get involved in NDTS;
  viii. LO creates sustainable change because it transform the culture and procedure;
  ix. It is most likely to get popular support because it promotes new type of leadership, policy, and process to working and learning.

1.10 LO Model In Bundesinstitut Fur Berufsbildung (BIBB) Of Germany

This study looked at BIBB as a reference due to the similarity of functions. It was founded in 1970 by the Vocational Training Act (Berufsbildungsgesetz, BBiG) to function as Germany’s federal government institution for policy, research and practice in
the field of vocational education and training. This function is similarly shouldered by DSD.

BIBB is also recognized as a centre of excellence for vocational research and for the progressive development of vocational education and training (VET) in Germany. BIBB works to identify future challenges in VET, stimulates innovation in national and international vocational systems, and develops new, practical oriented solutions for initial and continuous vocational education and training.

Technological, economic and social changes present industries with the constant challenge of maintaining a highly qualified skilled workforce. In Germany, the structural foundation for these qualifications is the dual system of initial vocational training and company-based continuous vocational training. At the same time, their dual system training program for initial vocational training serve as the foundation for lifelong learning. They treat both initial and continuous vocational education and training as investments of the future.

For over 35 years now, BIBB has continued to fulfill this role. Its legal grounding is the Vocational Training Act of March 23, 2005 which spells out the Institute's tasks. Its research, development work and advisory activities help provide individuals with qualifications of lasting value for their economic security and employability, and serve to ensure the international competitiveness of German business and industry.

BIBB is directly accountable to the Federal Government, and is funded directly from the federal government budget. It is subjected to the legal supervision of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF). Since 1999, its headquarters have been in Bonn.

1.11 Summary

The points presented in this introduction can be summarized as follows:

i. Malaysia’s urgent and growing need for higher skilled and k-workers makes LO pertinent for DSD transformation;
ii. The need to groom DSD as the leading agency to efficiently lead as LO and carry out its role in the NDTS’ implementation;

iii. The need to develop a new road map for DSD to carry out the above role. One of the critical routes recommended was by way of LO practices and the other using BIBB as a benchmark.

Those points served as critical and genuine justifications to warrant the effort and the resources that were invested to do this study. The following chapters will demonstrate the rigor and intensity of this research that set the milestone for DSD’s journey.
CHAPTER II

DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING ORGANIZATION IN DSD: THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Introduction

In trying to explain the conceptual framework of the study, this chapter will review several relevant and interrelated LO concepts, models and theories. LO is defined and expressed in general terms, since the understanding about its concept was still vague and illusive. Most importantly, this chapter will also look at the LO implementation perspective to organizational performance.

Therefore, the review of this chapter was divided into seven (7) sections with several sub-sections. All sections and sub-sections were organized according to a logical flow of themes listed below:

i. What is Learning Organization (LO):
   a. Definitions of LO;
   b. Challenges in implementing LO practices in DSD;
   c. Workplace learning opportunities.
   d. Significance of curriculum development to LO;

ii. Underlying Theories
   a. Motivation Theory for Learning;
   b. Situated Learning To Develop Learning Culture;
   c. Learning Theories;
   d. Theories Related to LO;
      • Five Disciplines by Peter Senge;
• Dimensions of LO
• Job Characteristic Model (JCM);
• LO Best Practices; and
• Front Line Management (FMS); Concepts
iii. The Six Variables in the Scope of Study;
  a. Policy Enforcement for LO development;
  b. Establishing work process establishment to impact learning;
  c. Procedure of learning and knowledge management;
  d. Utilization of ICT;
  e. Leadership capabilities development;
  f. Enculturation of learning;
iv. The level of LO practices in DSD.
v. Learning Culture in Malaysia and Germany;
  a. The Malaysian Qualification Framework (MQF);
  b. The National Skills Development Act of Malaysia (NASDA);
  c. The Experience of German Dual System.
vi. Past Research Related to Learning Organization and Training System;
    and
vii. Summary.

2.2 What Is Learning Organization (LO)

The theories explained below were used to underpin all the research questions;

2.2.1 Definitions of Learning Organization (LO)

Learning in organization was practice long time ago (Bennet & O’Brien, 1994), and has different terminology such as organizational learning (Cangelosi Dill 1965), after that
Learning Organization exist (Senge, 1990), follow by Learning companies (Pedler Burgoyne & Boydell, 1991), followed by knowledge creating company (Nonaka, 1991), and knowledge factory (Roth, Muruchek, Kemp & Trimble, 1994)

The explanation between Organisation of Learning (OL) and Learning Organisation (LO), the OL concentrates on the development of normative models and methodologies for creating change in the direction of improved learning processes, the LO concentrates on understanding the nature and processes of learning and unlearning within an organization. OL is represented by consulting or academics in their roles as consultants, while the LO is represented by academic researcher.

Many writings had attempted to define and describe LO and its learning process, both for individuals and organizations (Lank 1994). There are various definitions of LO (Garvin, 1993; Daniels, 1994 and Calvert, Mobley, and Marshall (1994) are based on several theories (Levit and March, 1988). This study provided some of the most popular definitions of LO since the 60s until the year 2010. Each of them is chronologically presented below.

Cangelosi and Drill (1965) defined organizational learning “as a series of interactions between adaptation at individual sub-group level and adaptation at the organizational level”. Simon (1969) explained organizational learning “as the growing insights and successful restructuring of organizational problems by individuals reflected in the structural elements and outcomes of the organization itself”. Argyris and Schon (1978) concluded that “organizational learning as a process of detecting and correcting errors”. Fiot and Lyles (1985) defined organizational learning “as the process of improving actions through better knowledge and understanding”. Marsick (1987), described organizational learning “as the ability to create, diffuse, and use knowledge in response to new, uncertain, and non-routine events”. Levit and March (1988) stressed that “organizational learning is seen as learning by encoding inferences from history into routines that guide behaviour”. Stata (1989) believed that “organizational learning occurs through shared insights, knowledge, and mental models, and builds on past knowledge and experience”. Senge (1990) described LOs as “places where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire; where new and expressive patterns of thinking are nurtured; where collective aspirations are set free;
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